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When the Schur function is written as a linear combination of products of 
symmetric power sums, it takes the form of a character-weighted cycle index 
polynomial. A Polya-like interpretation is given to this formula and a purely 
combinatorial proof is given. Some observations concerning general group 
actions are made. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a “combinatorial” proof of the following Polya- 
like formula: 
c f column strict in A W(f) = n. I c XDASis 
While the notation used in this formula will be explained in full in what 
follows, it suffices to say at this point that the left-hand side is a kind of 
pattern inventory for a certain class of functions, while the right-hand side 
is a kind of cycle index polynomial. The two sides are two possible definitions 
of the Schur function. 
Our proof will involve three steps. First, the left-hand side is multiplied 
by an appropriate combinatorially defined matrix (the Kostka table). 
Second, using the Robinson-Schensted correspondence 16, 71, the result of 
this multiplication is shown to count a system of representatives for a certain 
Polya action and therefore equals a cycle index polynomial. Third, when 
this cycle index polynomial is now multiplied by the inverse of the Kostka 
table, the resulting coefficients are shown to be the irreducible characters. 
Section 1 describes some of the terminology and states Polya’s theorem. 
Section 2 discusses tables of marks, which play a central role in the proof. 
In Section 3 the proof is given and in Section 4 an application to general 
groups is given. 
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‘1. PCILYA'S THEOREM 
Let R and D be finite sets, R = (1, 2 ,..., r} and D = il, 2 ,..., n>. Suppose a 
finite group G acts on D. Then G acts on RD in a natural way, uf(i) = 
f(u-‘i), called the Polya action. 
Let x1 ,..., X, be indeterminates. For f~ R define W(j) = ni xfo) , called 
the P6lya weight off: 
Let d be a system of representatives from the orbits of the action of G on 
RD. Let {si) be the symmetric power sums, si = xii $ .*. + x,i. 
THEOREM 1 (Polya [5]). 
1 W(f) = P,(s, ) so )...,) = h y& sytp) . ..) 
fed 
where j,(u) is the number of i-cycles of 0 as it permutes D. 
P&l , % Y...) is called the cycle index polynomial. If p is the integer partition 
with j, l’s, j, 2’s,..., then p may be written lj12jz a** . In the above, we say u 
has type p = ljl(0)2j~(0) *-a , or type (D) = p. 
Suppose p is an integer partition. Let C, = {u ES, I type (u) = p} = 
conjugate class of elements of& of type p. Note that ( C, I = n!/(lilj,! 2jzj,!...), 
where p = lh2j2 .-- , 
Let s, = s$s$ --. . The cycle index polynomial occurring in Polya’s. 
theorem may be rewritten as 
f’& > $2 ,...,> = &T I Co n G I so . 
If G is taken to be S, , 
P&l , $2 ,...,) = ; c I c, / s, . 
0 
But f E A in this case is completely characterized by the number of l’s, 
number of 2’s,..., in its image, say p1 l’s, p2 2’s,..., and so W(f) = xpx;z *** . 
Let x, be the symmetric function with fewest terms containing @x2 --- 
as a term. For example, if r = 3, 
X(,1) = Xl”X2 + x1x2” + X12X3 + x1x3” + q2x, + x2xs2. 
Thus, xfEA W(f) = 1, X, where the latter sum is over all integer partitions. 
This sum is cahed the homogeneous product sum and is designated h, = 
C,, x, . Polya’s theorem for the symmetric group becomes 
If r > n, then the following is immediate. 
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Remark 2. (x,,>, forms a basis for the vector space Y of all symmetric 
functions in x1 ,..., X~ of degree n. 
II. MARKS 
In what follows, a reduced version of a table of marks will play a central 
role. For finite group G and subgroups H, KC G, define 
M,(H) = & & x(uHu-l c‘ K), 
where 
x (statement) = 1 if statement is true, 
= 0 if statement is false. 
M,(H) is called the mark of K at H, and was first introduced by Burnside [I]. 
Besides the obvious interpretation of the mark as the (weighted) number 
of subgroups conjugate to H contained in K, it has other useful combinatorial 
meanings. For instance, it is closely connected with the zeta function of the 
subgroup lattice [9]. It is also the number of subsets of a set S with a given 
stabilizer subgroup and which generate G-invariant partitions of S where G 
acts transitively on S [ll]. 
The mark has several useful properties. It is constant on conjugate sub- 
group classes in both variables, and the matrix of marks, [M,.(GJ], where 
GI ,..., G, is a system of representatives from the subgroup conjugacy classes 
of G, can be made lower triangular with nonzero diagonal entries by appro- 
priately ordering G, ,..., G,V . 
In [8] the following “marked” version of Polya‘s theorem was proved: 
THEOREM 3. &?, MG (H) ItEd x(Gr - Go W(f) = stype(n) , where d is a 
system of representatives’from the orbits of the Pdlya action of G on RD, 
W(f) is the Pdlya weight, type (H) is the partition induced by the orbits of 
H acting on D, and G, - Gi means the stabilizer subgroup at f is conjugate 
to Gi . (By solving these N equations, this theorem produces the inventory 
of patterns with given automorphism subgroup classes.) 
Let p denote an ordered partition and p the associated unordered partition, 
Suppose ,6 = (pl , p2 ,...I. 
Let G = S,, and H = S,, x S+ x ..., where SOI acts on {I ,..., pl}, SO, on 
{PI + I,..., p1 --t- PA etc. Note that type (Spl x SOP x ...) = p. Furthermore 
for any f E RD, G, = SW, x SW, x ..‘, where the image off has wr I’s, 
CIJ~ 2’s, etc. For example, if f = (: “, i : i z a), then G, = Sf,,4) x Sc3t 7: 
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St2,5,6) x Sf7) . Write S, and S, to denote representatives of the subgroup 
classes of SOI x SD, x ... and S,,,, x SW, x .**, respectively. 
Thus, the only subgroup classes relevant in Theorem 3 are those represented 
by S, for some p. Theorem 3 is then stated as 
where M,, = MsJS,), or as 
COROLLARY 4. ~WMO,x,, = s,. 
Thus, we have the following remark: 
Remark 5. If r > n, then : s,‘, forms a basis for V. 
That the table of marks can be used to connect the combinatorics of the 
symmetric group with the character theory follows from the fact that marks 
are themselves characters of the symmetric group. 
Since S,, acts on all the functions whose weight is w, w = x;O~x~~ ..*, where 
w1 .I- (+ ..- . . . = n is an (unordered) partition of n, this action may be thought 
of as a permutation representation. The character of this representation is the 
mark M,,, . 
LEMMA 6. M,,W = ;{fs RD 1 W(f) = w and of = f, where type (CT) = ~1-1. 
ProoJ Use the notation: II(D) = set partitions of D, ordered by refine- 
ment, and j-l to denote the set partition of D induced by the preimage of 
f~ RD. The type of a set partition is the corresponding integer partition. 
Then this identity is purely manipulative: For w = .u;Ulx;~ ... and (T of type p, 
the RHS equals 
1 X(Wf) = 11.) x(of‘-f) 
IERD 
.== 1 x(type 77 = w) C x(f-1 = 77) x(LV(f) = II.) x(~f = f) 
,eI77(D) feR* 
(classify by preimage partition) 
-= C x(type 7f := w) x( ’ 77 3 x1(5)) c x(f-’ = Tr) x’( W(f) = w) 
;iEI7l(D) fa ~~ 
(,f’must be constant on cycles of a), where ~~(0) is the set partition 
induced by the cycles of 0, 
= k-,!k,!... 2 X(typen = w), where w = 1”12”‘2 ... (since the 
T7,,?rlb) 
number offsuch thatfm’ = 7~ and W(f) = II’ is k,!k,!...). 
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On the other hand, 
where [S,] denotes the number of subgroups of S, conjugate to S, and 
[S, 2 S,] denotes the number of subgroups of S, conjugate to SC, containing 
S, . But 1 S, 1 = (1 !)“1(2!)“2 . . . . 
IS,,,] = the number of partitions of D of type w 
= n !/((l !)%, !(2 !)““k,!. . .), 
and [S, > S,] = the number of partitions of D of type w coarser than a 
fixed partition of type p = Z+,,, x(type n = o), where rrl is of type p. 
Thus, M,, = k,!k,!... Cx>,,l x (type rr = w). 
III. THE SCHUR FUNCTION 
To each integer partition h of n associate a h-frame or Ferrers diagram. 
We say f E RD is column strict in h iff when the image off is inserted into the 
h-frame, left-to-right, top-to-bottom, the entries increase down columns and 
nondecrease across rows. The resulting object is called a column strict 
tableau. Figure 1 gives a X-frame for X = (5, 3, 2) and an example of a column 
strict tableau with this frame. The function fin this example is f = (f ," i $ i 
678910 
22444 1. 
h -frame 
11234 w 22 4 h 4 
column strict tableau 
FIGURE 1 
We shall again use the notation i; to indicate an ordered partition 
(pL1 , pz ,...) and p to mean an unordered partition. 
Let X,, = {f E RD 1 f column strict in A and the image off has p1 l’s, 
p2 2’s,...}. Figure 2 lists the four such tableaux when X = (5, 3, 2) and 
/!i = (2, 4, 1, 3). 
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Let JY~, = j Khp 1, called the Kostka number. Note that this notation 
(instead of KAp) is permitted because of the following: 
LEMMA 7. If jZ and ii’ are the same as unorderedpartitions, then j X,, [ = 
I qz, ;. 
A combinatorial proof of the lemma is given in [3]. 
Define {Xl = CfcR~ x(f column strict in X) W(f), called the Schur function. 
Lemma 7 implies 
COROLLARY 8. {h} ===C, KA,x,. 
Note that an appropriate ordering of the integer partitions will make the 
Kostka table triangular with I’s along the diagonal. 
Remark 9. For r 3 n, the Schur functions ({A}> form a basis for V. 
In what follows, we shall give a combinatorial proof of the following: 
THEOREM 10. {A} = (l/11!) x:, j C, / X~S, , where x$ is the character of 
the irreducible representation characterized by X at the conjugate class C, . 
This theorem is classical and appears in Lttlewood [4] and Robinson [6]. 
It is usually proved after considerable development of the theory of irreducible 
characters for the symmetric group. 
However, the theorem is strikingly Polya-like in form. In fact, specializing 
h to be (n) or (1’“) yields Pblya’s theorem or an alternating character version 
which counts certain classes of asymmetric patterns. Our approach will be to 
give a Polya interpretation of 
c LoOI. 
A 
By inverting the Kostka table, we obtain a formula for {X)- similar to 
Theorem 10. We then verify that the coefficients produced are the irreducible 
characters. 
First, let h, = hU1 . hwl . . . . . 
Note that because the cycle index polynomial of the Cartesian product of 
groups acting on different subsets of the domain is the product of the cycle 
index polynomials of each action, and because of Eq. (1) h, = Psw(s, , sg ,...). 
THEOREM 11. 2A K,,O: = ho . 
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ProoJ Once again, this is a classical result. See Littlewood [4], for 
example. Our proof is purely combinatorial. 
We now identify in a one-to-one manner all pairs of column strict tableaux 
with same frame h, (A, B), where A E Xifi and BE X,, , with all functions 
of weight xlxp ... in a natural system of distinct representatives for the 
action of SW, X SW, X ... on RD. This will complete the proof. 
First, a natural system of representatives is given by 
d, = {j-e RD if(l) ,>-f(2) > ... >f(q); 
Ll,,, = {J’E Ll, 1 W(f) = xI;‘x2”“...]. 
A tableau is called a standard tableau if it has entries 1 3 , -,..., n and 
they increase both down columns and across rows. For any standard 
tableau, let co](i) denote the column number (left-to-right) where i occurs. 
Let YA, = {standard tableaux of shape )\ with co](l) < col(2) < ... c col(w,); 
col(w, + 1) < **. < col(w, + wz); -*.I. 
Next, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between X,, and .9&, , 
in the obvious way: 
9: ;y;fi + 9-&g ) 
where y(A) has the wr l’s of A changed to 1, 2,..., wr from left to right; 
the wg 2’s of A changed to w1 + I,..., w1 + w2 from left to right; etc. 
Finally, establish a one-to-one correspondence ,G: UA (YA6, x .%‘J + 
A,-, by the Schensted construction [7]. Either as a special case of Theorem 1 
of [lo] or as an obvious property of the Schensted construction, it can be 
seen that the functions constructed from pairs (q(A), B) must lie in dGp and 
vice versa. These correspondences are described in Fig. 3. The slashes in the 
function mark off the boundaries between the first q values, the next wp, 
etc. 
;r, w)<-, (,$,$f? w) C-> (4,1,,2,2/3,3,1/5,5/ 
(A , n) <-> (v(k) , 3) <-> +(m(ii) , B) 
FIGURE 3 
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Once again we have 
Remark 12. If r > n. then (h,) forms a basis for V. 
Note that h, can be written in terms of the power sum basis as follows. 
THEOREM 13. h, = (l/n!) x., I C, 1 M,,sp. 
Proof. It easily seen from the definition of the mark that 
But h, = (l/l S, 1) x:, / S, n C, / s, since it is the cycle index polynomial of 
S, . The theorem follows. 
We now place the above in matrix terms. Order the integer partitions of n 
in some canonical way. If r > n, then ix,,), ({A}), (h,), and (s,) are all bases 
of V. Let A4 and K denote the table of marks and the table of Kostka 
numbers, respectively, A4 = (AI,,) and K = (KJ. Let Q = (KT)-lMT and 
D = diag(/ C, i/n!). 
COROLLARY 14. QD transforms the l’s,‘> basis to the <{A}) basis, i.e., 
(4 = $1 I C, I QAA or QD : (s,‘: - ({A}:. 
. 0 
Proof. This result is immediate since, by Theorem 13, 
MTD: (s,:’ + ih,,‘, 
and by Theorem 11, 
Finally, we show that Q is the character table. 
LEMMA 15. QDQT = DQ’Q = I, i.e., Q satisfies the orthogonality 
relations of characters. 
Proof. From Theorem 11, KT: ((A)), + (h,j. From Corollary 8, K: (x,) + 
((A}). Thus, KTK: xx,:; ---)r (h,>. On the other hand, Theorem 13 implies 
M=D: (s,) ---f (h,) and Corollary 4 gives M: (x,:’ ---f (s,). Thus, MTDM: 
\!x,l, 4 (h,,,) so that MTDM = KTK. Then 
QDQ’ = (KT)-lMTDMK-1 x (KT)-lK’KK-1 = I, 
DQ=Q = DMK-l(KT)-‘MT = DMM-lD-l(MT)p’MT = I. 
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THEOREM 16. Q is the table of irreducible characters. 
Proof. An obvious property of the Kostka table is that with appropriate 
ordering of the integer partitions it is lower triangular and integral with l’s 
along the main diagonal. Thus its inverse is integral. 
We shall use only two properties of the irreducible character table: 
(1) any character can be written as an integral sum of irreducible 
characters, and 
(2) the irreducible characters satisfy the standard orthogonality 
relations. 
Let x denote the table of irreducible characters, whose (h, p)th entry is xPA. 
Then (1) above along with Lemma 6 means that MT = ATx, where A is 
integral. Thus, Q = (KT)-lATx = Px, where P = (&?-‘A’. But since K-l 
is integral and A is integral, P is integral. Furthermore, P is orthogonal: 
PPT = Qx-~(x~)-~Q~ = QDQT (by orthogonality of x) = I by Lemma 15 
and PTP = (xT)-lQTQx-l = (~~)-lD-rx-~ (by Lemma 15) = I from the 
orthogonality of x. 
Finally, by multiplying P on the left by the vector whose entries are the 
number of standard tableaux, it can be verified that P > 0. Thus, P must be 
a permutation matrix, and therefore Q is a character table. 
IV. FURTHER REMARKS 
Suppose G is a permutation group acting on D. Define “extended Kostka 
numbers” as follows: 
= $2 [ C, I MpGxp/\, where hfO, = MG(Sol x S,, x .*e). 
P 
THEOREM 15. P& , se ,...) = Cu(CA K,,K,,) x, . 
ProoJ: This follows immediately from the facts that the extended Kostka 
table, the character table, and the table of marks are related by K = xDM 
and that 
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Note that the KAG are the coefficients one obtains when the cycle index 
polynomial of G is written in the Schur function basis [2], i.e., 
With the proof of Section 3 in mind, we conclude with the question: Is 
there some natural subset of the standard tabfeaux that is counted by KA, 
and which, when paired with the column strict tableaux, corresponds 
(either by the Robinson-Schensted construction or perhaps by some other 
construction) to a system of representatives from the P6lya action of G on RD? 
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